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Abstract

LoRaWAN is amongst the most prominent LPWAN (Low Power Wide
Area Networking) technologies and provides an operation mode, called Class
B, where devices can be reached with limited latency. One of the most
important features of LoRaWAN Class B is multicast, which allows a single
transmission to be shared by multiple multicast group member end-devcies.
This enables key IoT functionalities such as FOTA (Firmware Over The
Air) and other applications that need to transfer multiple packets to a set
of end-devices. This thesis will delve into LoRaWAN Class B multicast
and study its scalability – the most important behavior to study in all IoT
technologies. An ns-3 module for LoRaWAN Class B multicast has been
extended and used for in-depth analysis and drawing scalability insights.

The study is divided into two major categories: multicast group scalab-
ility and multicast member scalability. Beacon blocking, overhearing and
collision, and average throughput performances are studied as part of the
group scalability problem, and different techniques are suggested to avoid
beacon blocking. On the other hand, under multicast member scalability,
the study covers multicast capacity (the main focus), Class A coexistence
with Class B, and multicell multicast scalability. To support the duty cycle
limited gateways in multicast transmission and improve the multicast capa-
city, an enhancement to the LoRaWAN Class B multicast protocol called
ping-slot relaying has been introduced and evaluated. It is compatible with
the standard LoRaWAN Class B and does not need any change on the
network-server.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The Internet of Things (IoT) allows to connect myriad of devices in an effort
to collect information and take action with minimal human interaction. Ac-
cording to the World-Economic-Forum, IoT is a promising game changer for
sustainability and 84% of current IoT applications address UN’s sustainable
development goals (SDGs) [1].

Following the innovation of a communication technology called LoRa with
a range that extends to kilometers, LoRaWAN became one of the leading
standards for low-power IoT device connectivity. It finds its application in
smart cities, smart industries, smart utilities, smart homes, smart health-
care, smart agriculture and other smart sectors where battery power and
range are desired over data-rate. The LoRa-Alliance – the technology alli-
ance behind this standard – has more than 500 members and is expected to
grow in the coming years [2].

With a rise in interest for Firmware Over The Air (FOTA), which allows
IoT end-devices to be reconfigured, updated, or even re-purposed remotely,
the ability to support such feature became incumbent for the long-term
success of a communication technology that is targeted towards IoT. For
massive number of end-devices this requires a specific ability for a commu-
nication technology to be able to deliver an identical packet to the desired
end-devices simultaneously – called multicasting. Otherwise, as the number
of end-devices increases – which has been the case for IoT end-devices – the
amount of time spent in transferring a sequence of packets to all end-devices
will grow enormously. On top of FOTA, multicast is also important for sev-
eral applications that benefit from simultaneous transmission to multiple
end-devices: street lighting, gas and water distribution valves, and pagers
are a few examples of such applications.

By the same token, LoRaWAN has to support multicasting for its success
as an IoT standard. Since LoRaWAN operates in free spectrum called the
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ISM band and is subject to transmission regulations, such a feature is not
only useful but also indispensable. In line with this, LoRaWAN provides 2
additional operation classes – Class B and Class C – in the protocol defin-
ition that support multicasting besides its default and mandatory class of
operation, Class A. Among these classes, only one class – called Class B – is
suitable for battery-operated devices, which IoT end-devices typically are.

1.2 Problem Statement / Thesis Objective

LoRaWAN offers 3 different operation classes which are targeted for differ-
ent applications depending on their latency and energy requirements: Class
A, Class B, and Class C. Class A allows end-devices to save the most en-
ergy by allowing them to wake up only when they have to send a packet.
The downside of this class is that it is not possible to send a packet to an
end-device unless the end-device sends an uplink – incurring unpredictable
downlink delay. Class C is the other extreme where a network can always
send a downlink to an end-device, but requires the end-device to always
listen except when it is sending uplinks. This makes class C not suitable for
battery-operated devices. The remaining class – Class B – provides a fair
trade-off between these two classes. It offers a predictable downlink latency
while allowing the end-device to still save energy. Class B accomplishes this
by synchronizing the end-devices and the LoRaWAN network and allowing
the end-devices only to wake up and check for downlinks periodically. If
there are no ongoing downlinks, the end-device again goes to sleep until the
next period to save energy even more. This renders Class B suitable for
multicast applications.

Nevertheless, until now, there hasn’t been any research on LoRaWAN
Class B multicast and there only has been little work on LoRaWAN Class
B in general. The authors believe that a work on LoRaWAN Class B mul-
ticast will open doors for future research in improving the protocol, while
at the same time offering insights for industries and operators that use the
technology. The goal of this thesis will be exploring various challanges of
LoRaWAN Class B multicast scalability. This breaks down to two main
challanges: group scalability and member scalability.

The first challenge, multicast group scalability is similar with a Class
B unicast1 end-device scalability problem, except the performance is now
shared with all member end-devices of a group. In this thesis, we will study
the beacon-blocking behaviour, overhearing and collision problem, and av-
erage group throughput. Our study will start by first re-evaluating beacon
blocking for all ping-slot periodicities and all relevant data-rates in Europe.
We will then look into the overhearing and collision problem. Finally, we
will see the average throughput performance as the number of groups grow.

1In unicast a transmission targets a single receiver as opposed to multicast.
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The second challenge of multicast scalability is member scalability. As
the number of end-devices in a multicast group increases, the success of
a multicast transmission will degrade. This is because the packet loss that
the end-devices experience varies with space – as the channel typically varies
with space – which all together may require a huge proportion of already
transmitted packets to be retransmitted although they are received by some
of the members. This problem gets worse as the number of end-devices
increases or simply as the members of a multicast group scale. In this thesis,
we will explore how we can exploit the scaling of the multicast members to
ameliorate the degradation of the multicast success using a ping-slot relaying
technique that does not require a change in the network-server. In addition,
we will also see how member scaling affects the issue of LoRaWAN Class
B coexistance with LoRaWAN class A along with different suggestions to
resolve potential conflicts. We conclude by briefly explaining the multicell
multicast member scaling problem which happens when a multicast group
has member end-devices in more than one cell.

1.3 Contributions

The following are the key contributions of this thesis:

• We develop a LoRaWAN Class B multicast module for ns-3.

• We study LoRaWAN Class B multicast group scalability with the help
of the simulator. To be more specific:

– We re-evaluate beacon blocking behavior for all ping-slot period-
icites as number of multicast groups (unicast end-devices) scale.

– We suggeste techniques that can be used to prevent beacon block-
ing.

– We analyze the overhearing and collisions as the multicast group
(unicast end-devices) scales.

– We analyze the average throughput per group (per end-device
in case of unicast) as the multicast group (unicast end-devices)
scales.

• We study LoRaWaN Class B multicast member scalability. To be more
specific:

– We simulate and evaluate the LoRaWAN Class B multicast ca-
pacity.

– We propose and evaluate a LoRaWAN Class B multicast compat-
ible technique called ping-relaying to enhance LoRaWAN Class
B multicast when a transmitting gateway is in its time-off period.
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– We discuss the problem of Class B coexistence with Class A in
detail.

– We discuss different options to resolve the the conflict between
the Class A uplinks and Class B ping-slots.

– We look into the multicell multicast member scaling problem,
which is common for multicast groups that have members in dif-
ferent cells.

1.4 Organization / Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized in 5 chapters. Chapter 2 will give
background information on LoRaWAN, LoRaWAN Class B and LoRaWaN
Class B multicast. Related works in the context of LoRaWAN Class B will
also be discussed in this chapter. Chapter 3 will explain about the ns-3
LoRaWAN Class B multicast module. Chapter 4 will be discussing about
multicast group scalability and delve into the beacon blocking behaviour,
beacon blocking prevention techniques, overhearing and collision perform-
ance as well as average group throughput. Chapter 6 will discuss multicast
member scalablity and explore the multicast capacity and a technique that
uses the unused ping-slots to enhance the capacity. It will also look into the
LoRaWAN Class B coexistance with Class A along with some possible con-
flict resolution methods for the coexistence. The chapter concludes with the
multicell multicast member scaling problem. In the final chapter, chapter
6, the we will summarize our discussions and indicate a direction for future
work.
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Chapter 2

Background and related work

This chapter provides background information on LoRaWAN and multic-
asting. First, the LoRaWAN protocol is briefly explained with a special
emphasis on LoRaWAN Class B, which is the focus of this thesis. Then,
multicasting is explained in context of LoRaWAN, again concentrating on
LoRaWAN Class B. The chapter is concluded with related work on LoR-
aWAN Class B.

2.1 LoRaWAN

LoRaWAN (Long Range Wide Area Network) is an LP-WAN (Low Power
Wide Area Network) MAC (Medium Access Control) and higher-layer pro-
tocol that operates on top of LoRa (Long Range) – a physical-layer protocol
developed by Cyclo and acquired by Semtech [3]. LoRa is derived from
chirp spread spectrum modulation [4] and it has a higher link-budget com-
pared to conventional narrow-band modulation [5]. This makes it possible
for LoRaWAN to operate in a star topology with a range that extends to
kilometers.

The LoRaWAN network-architecture consists of end-devices (nodes), gate-
ways (concentrators), network-server and application-servers as shown in
Fig. 2.1 [6]. The gateways provide the RF interface between the network-
server and the nodes; they forward received uplink packets from the nodes
to the network-server and send downlink packets to the nodes. The network
server implements the LoRAWAN protocol and provides the interface to the
application servers.

LoRaWAN operates in the unlicensed spectrum. This spectrum is subject
to regulations and transmissions should therefore adhere to these regula-
tions. In line with this, [7] specifies the operation of LoRaWAN for different
regions. In Europe, LoRaWAN operates in the EU433 band (433.05 - 434.79
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Figure 2.1: LoRaWAN Network Architecture [6].

MHz) and in the EU863-870 band (863 - 870 MHz), where EU868-870 is the
most common band. Table 2.1 gives the duty cycle and the transmit power
regulations that apply to the EU868-870 band, as defined by ETSI [8] [9]
for 125KHz bandwidth.

Band Edge Frequencies Duty Cycle Max Power

g (Note 7) 865-868MHz 1% or LBT AFA +6.2dBm /100kHz
g1 868-868.6MHz 1% or LBT AFA 14dBm
g2 868.7-869.2MHz 0.1% or LBT AFA 14dBm
g3 869.4-869.65MHz 10% or LBT AFA 27dBm
g4 869.7-870MHz No Requirement 7dBm
g4 869.7-870MHz 1% or LBT AFA 14dBm

Table 2.1: ETSI regulations for different sub-bands.

The LoRaWAN protocol has three basic classes of operation: Class A,
Class B and Class C. The fundamental difference in these classes of oper-
ation is in how the gateways send downlink packets to the nodes; the way in
which the nodes send uplink packets to the gateways is essentially the same,
as both Class B and Class C are extensions of Class A [10]. These down-
link and uplink packets carry application-payloads or MAC-commands. A
MAC-command is a special payload provided by LoRaWAN for smooth
operation of remote nodes: for connecting over-the-air, for remotely chan-
ging parameters, for retrieving required information and for sending con-
firmations [10]. The following sections will briefly explain the operation of
the three LoRaWAN classes along with some of the MAC commands they
use.
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2.2 LoRaWAN Class A

Class A is a mandatory mode of operation for all LoRaWAN nodes; a switch
to the other operation modes is only allowed after entering this mode. It
is the most energy-efficient mode of operation of all the LoRaWAN classes.
Such efficiency is accomplished by allowing the device to wake up only when
it needs to send an uplink. As one can see from Fig. 2.2, to accommodate
downlinks, the device opens two receive windows – namely Rx1 and Rx2 –
with Rx Delay 1 (typically of one second) and Rx Delay 2 (typically of two
seconds) delay respectively, which can be adjusted using the RXTiming-
SetupReq/Ans MAC command. If the network-server has additional data
queued for the node, it can request the node to send an uplink as soon as
possible by placing one in the current downlink’s FPending field [10].

Although class A is the most energy-efficient mode of operation for most
sensor applications, it has the worst performance when it comes to downlink
latency. The latency between two consecutive downlinks is approximately
the same as two consecutive uplinks from the node – which is not under the
control of the network-server.

Figure 2.2: Class A operation [11].

2.3 LoRaWAN Class C

Class C, as opposed to class A, is the most power hungry mode of operation
– but with the least downlink latency. As can be seen from Fig 2.3, in
this mode of operation, the Rx2 window is always open except when it
sends an uplink and when it opens the Rx1 window following the uplink
[10]. This mode of operation therefore leverages its power, to guarantee a
reception window at any time except when the device is sending an uplink.
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As a result, this mode is suitable for an application with a strict timing
requirement and direct-powered nodes such as smart IoT Actuators.

Figure 2.3: Class C operation [11].

2.4 LoRaWAN Class B

The final mode of operation, class B, is the most modest of all as it offers
a predictable downlink latency with a moderate energy consumption. It is
ideal both for battery powered devices and for energy harvested devices if
most of the communication involves downlinks that have bounded latency
requirements.

As one can see from Fig. 2.4, class B does not require a node either to
send an uplink for each downlink – unlike class A – or to open a continuous
receive window – unlike class C. Instead, class B defines periodic receive
windows on the end-devices called ping-slots [10] to allow the network-
server to send downlinks without the need to wait for uplinks. However,
such a communication is not possible if the gateways and the end-devices
are not synchronized; that is why the network-server sends periodic downlink
packets known as beacons [10], which accomplishes this synchronization.

2.4.1 Beacon

Beacons are time-synchronized packets transmitted by gateways and re-
ceived by the end devices every beacon-period (which is 128 seconds and
marked as Beacon period in Fig. 2.5) on the g3 sub-band by default [7].
As synchronization is at the heart of class B operation, a node is allowed
to switch to Class B only after it searches and locks a beacon. To save

8



Figure 2.4: Class B operation [11]

energy of the nodes in the search, the LoRaWAN specification provides a
DeviceTimeReq/Ans or BeaconTimingReq/Ans MAC command, depending
on the LoRaWAN version1, which facilitates the process.

In order to avoid a conflict between an end-device’s uplink transmission
and its beacon reception, a beacon is preceded by a guard time (3 seconds),
marked as the Beacon Guard in Fig. 2.5, during which a ping slot can not
be placed [10]. The calculation of this guard time is done in such a way that
the longest downlink reception will not overlap with the beacon reception.
Furthermore, a time is also reserved for the beacon (2.12 seconds), marked
in Fig. 2.5 as Beacon Reserved, in order to account for possible jitter and
future extensions. All together, the remaining time in a beacon-period that
is available for ping-slots is 122.880 seconds which is referred to as beacon-
window (marked as Beacon window in Fig. 2.5) in the specification.

The received beacon packets contain a 17 byte payload which uses 4 bytes
for GPS time, 7 bytes for gateway-specific information and 4 bytes for CRC
(2 bytes for the GPS time and 2 bytes for the gateway-specific information).
Fig. 2.6 depicts this packet as defined by the LoRaWAN specification [10]:
the time field2 contains the time elapsed – in seconds – since GPS epoch3, the
gateway specific information in most of the cases contains information that
corresponds to the GPS coordinates of the transmitter antenna. Separating
the CRC for the GPS time and the gateway-specific information allows the
nodes to synchronize with the gateways in conditions where the gateway-
specific information field is corrupted, by decoding the GPS time separately.

1BeaconTimingReq/Ans is used for LoRaWAN 1.0.2B or below, whereas the Device-
TimeReq/Ans is for the versions above LoRaWAN 1.0.2B.

2As the time field is 4 bytes long the counter will wrap back to zero when it reaches
an integral multiple of 232.

300:00:00, Sunday 6th of January 1980.
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Figure 2.5: Beacon timing [10].

Figure 2.6: Beacon payload format [10].

2.4.2 Ping Slot

Once a node has successfully locked a beacon, it switches to Class B. That
means it starts opening periodic reception windows – ping-slots – to receive
downlinks from synchronized gateways. After switching to Class B, the end-
devices open these windows for 8 symbols4 for each locked beacon5 and goes
back to sleep if no preamble is detected although the slot is reserved for 30 ms
(slotLen). If a preamble is detected during these windows, end-devices will
continue to receive until the end of the packet. Fig. 2.7 shows an example
of downlink packet reception via the last ping-slot reception window.

The duration between two consecutive ping slots (pingPeriod) is found
by first expressing the beacon-window in-terms of slots (which will be 212

slots) and then dividing it by the number of pings in a beacon period (called
pingNb) as shown in equation 2.1. This is important for the slot random-
ization technique that will be explained in section 2.4.4.

pingPeriod(slots) = 212/pingNb (2.1)

The pingNb in-turn is derived from ping-slot periodicity (or simply peri-
odicity), which is a three bit number that goes from 0 to 7, as shown in
equation 2.2. In order for the network server to know when the ping slots

4This is not stated in the specification, but extracted from LoRaMac-node firmware
[12].

5See section 2.4.3 for beacons.
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Figure 2.7: A gateway sending a downlink at the final ping
slot of a Class B node which has a ping-slot-periodicity of 5
[10].

are opened, the periodicity is communicated to the network server using the
PingSlotInfoReq/Ans MAC command.

PingNb = 27−Periodicity (2.2)

Beacon_guard
+

 Beacon_reserved
Ping slot receive

window

Ping slots

1024 slots
30.72

seconds

Beacon_window
212(4096) slots
122.88 seconds

Figure 2.8: Ping slot placement example for a ping slot periodicity of 5 which
translates to pingNb of 4 and pingPeriod of 1024 slots (30.72 seconds).

The default transmission configuration used for the ping-slots is 869.525MHz
(g3 sub-band) with SF6 9 and 125KHz band-width [7]. If desired, the default
channel can be modified by gateways using the PingSlotChannelReq/Ans
MAC command in accordance with the LoRaWAN Regional Parameters
[10].

6SF stands for spreading-factor. It is the LoRa physical layer parameters which is the
ratio between symbol rate and chip rate [13]. The higher the spreading factor, the longer
a transmission takes but the more resilient it is towards noise and interference as well as
travels longer distance. On the other hand, the smaller the spreading factor, the shorter a
transmission takes but is much more susceptible to noise and interference as well as covers
shorter range. In the EU868-870 band, LoRaWAN uses minimum spreading-factor of 7
(SF7) and maximum spreading-factor of 12 (SF12).
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2.4.3 Beacon-less Operation and Minimal Beacon-less Oper-
ation Time

Once a node has locked a beacon and has switched to class B, it is not ob-
liged to immediately switch back to class A if it starts occasionally losing
beacons. Instead, it can use its internal clock from the previous success-
ful beacon reception to open the receive windows for the coming ping and
beacon packets. However, as losing beacons will result in internal clock
drift – depending on the ppm of the node – the LoRaWAN specification
requires the nodes to progressively expand both the ping-slot windows and
the beacon windows, to compensate the drift, as shown in Fig. 2.9. This
operation is called the “beacon-less” operation and can continue for minimal
beacon-less operation time (120 minutes), after which it should switch back
to class A if the situation persists [10]. This operation is always reset if a
beacon is successfully received.

Figure 2.9: Beacon less operation [10].

2.4.4 Overhearing and Systematic Collisions

Collision and overhearing are among the major problems that hinder LoR-
aWAN Class B performance: collision hinders a successful packet reception
and overhearing drains a node’s battery. Collisions occur when two or more
gateways are trying to send a Class B downlink to nodes that reside in their
intersecting vicinity. Depending on the time offset and the power difference
between the interfering signals, such collision can lead to reception error [14]
[15]. This is not a one time incident, but continues at each beacon period
as long as they have the same periodicity and configuration. Hence, this is
called a systematic collision. On the other side, overhearing happens when
different Class B nodes open their corresponding reception windows at the
same time; the packet that is sent for one node will be dropped by the others
only after the receiving nodes decode the packet – which wastes energy for
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each packet that is received and yet discarded. The effects of these two prob-
lems are even more aggravated as the payload length and the SF increase. In
order to alleviate this problem, the LoRaWAN specification uses a technique
called slot-randomization. In this technique, a random offset (pingOffset)
is calculated as a function of both the beacon time (for the corresponding
beacon period) and the end-devices devAddr7 and added to the start of the
first ping for each beacon period. This will minimize the collision between
different devices8, because their devAddr varies. Furthermore, the system-
atic collision or overhearing is alleviated because the beacon time for each
beacon period is different.

In order to align the reception slots with the ping transmissions both the
end-device and the network-server calculate the pingOffset for each beacon
period as shown in equation 2.5 using AES encryption [10].

Key = 0x00000000000000000000000000000000 (2.3)

Rand = aes128 encrypt(Key, beaconT ime|DevAddr|pad16) (2.4)

pingOffset = (Rand[0] + Rand[1]× 256) mod pingPeriod (2.5)

Fig. 2.10 shows an example of ping slot randomization for two end-devices
with DevAddr1 and DevAddr2 during two different beacon periods with
BeaconTime1 and BeaconTime2 respectively. As can be seen from the fig-
ure, although the two end-devices have the same class B configuration, the
ping slot randomization technique avoided the overlap that would otherwise
happen.

2.5 Multicasting in LoRaWAN Class B

Multicast is a communication technique which can be used to simultaneously
deliver a packet to multiple destinations. In wireless communication, this is a
matter of aligning targeted end-devices to listen at the same time [16] as well
as share the keys and addresses [10] required to receive a transmitted packet
due to its broadcast nature. In LoRaWAN, such synchronized listening can
be accomplished either via Class C9 or Class B because both classes allow
time-constrained and server-initiated downlinks [10].

In order to achieve multicast in LoRaWAN Class B, all the nodes in a
multicast-group10 should listen and decode the multicast transmissions at

7Or multicast devAddr in case of multicast.
8Or multicast groups in case of multicast.
9Since class C end-devices are always listening and they are not suitable for battery

operation we only consider class B end-devices for this thesis.
10A multicast group is a virtual target that contains a set of devices to which the

multicast transmission is targeted.
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Figure 2.10: Ping slot placement for two end-devices with device ad-
dress devAddr1 and devAddr2 whose pingOffset is calculated to be 0 and
pingPeriod− 6 for BeaconT ime1 and whose pingOffset is calculated to be
2 amd pingPeriod− 1 for BeaconT ime2.

the same time. This can be realized by assigning the nodes in a multicast-
group with the same configuration11, address12, and security keys13, as syn-
chronization is already achieved using beacons. Because all the end-devices
in a multicast group share the same devAddr (called McAddr [17]), they will
also have the same pingOffset which alleviates the overhearing and collision
problem with other multicast groups or unicast devices that have the same
configuration. Furthermore, a node can have multiple multicast addresses
and security keys with the same configuration to allow it to participate
in more than one multicast group; a node can check each received packet
against the stored multicast address with corresponding security keys to
identify the targeted multicast group.

11The multicast nodes should use the same SF( Spreading factor), channel, bandwidth,
and ping-slot periodicity for reception.

12The nodes should have the same devAddr called multicast address (McAddr) [17]).
13See [17] to see how the security keys are derived.
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As LoRaWAN is limited by regional duty cycle restrictions multicasting
allows gateways to utilize the duty cycle efficiently when identical transmis-
sion is targeted to multiple nodes. This also helps in decreasing the average
waiting time for nodes that would otherwise have to be served separately
with unicast. However, compared to LoRaWAN Class B unicast, LoRaWAN
Class B multicast introduces some restrictions. To avoid the resulting colli-
sion, the LoRaWAN specification [10] restricts the use of MAC commands
and acknowledgments which require all the receiving nodes in a multicast
group to respond at the same time. Furthermore, [10] does not offer support
for the creation of multicast groups and securely distributing keys and ad-
dresses. This leaves the challenge of setting up a multicast group, starting
a multicast session as well as distribution of multicast packets to member
end-devices’ application layer.

In line with this, the LoRa Alliance released two application layer spe-
cifications [17] and [18] for over the air creation of multicast groups and
distribution of multicast packets respectively. [17] specifies application layer
control messages which are sent in unicast for requesting information about
the configured multicast groups in the end-devices, for distributing keys and
address required for the end-devices to join a desired multicast group and for
informing the end-devices of an upcoming multicast session along with the
length of the session. [18] on the other hand specifies application layer com-
mands that are sent in unicast mode to setup the end-devices for an impend-
ing multicast session as well as commands that could be sent in multicast
mode for checking the status of a multicast session during transmission and
for transmitting the multicast fragments. To minimize the resulting collision
between the end-devices’ responses for the multicast messages that require
response – such as checking the status of an ongoing multicast session – [18]
defines a random delay that each device should wait before responding to
a multicast request. This random delay goes to a maximum delay defined
by the session when setting up the end-devices called BlockAckDelay.
BlockAckDelay is selected in such a way that it accounts for the number
of end-devices that are in the multicast group as well as their geographic
distribution.

Combining the MAC layer specification [10] and the application layer
specifications [17] [18] for LoRaWAN Class B multicast, Fig. 2.11 shows an
example on the process of creating a multicast group, setting up a multicast
session, distributing the multicast fragments14 and checking the status of
the session.

14A multicast fragment packet is a packet among other packets that make up the whole
data that is desired to be transmitted to an end device. During the setting of a multicast
session the number of fragments that will be transferred in the session will be communic-
ated along with expected time to be spent in delivering all the packets.
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Class A Application Layer

Create a multicast group
Create a class B multicast
session

End-devices switch from Class A to
Class B

End-devices switch from Class A to
Class B at the start of the multicast
session after locking the beacon.

Class A Application Layer
setup a fragmentation session

Transfer multicast data fragments
in class B ping slots

Is the multicast successful 
in all y% of end-devices?End

Yes

Tmulticast

Tcheck

No

Check multicast session status

Send FragSessionStatusReq
command in the multicast slot
to request status
Wait for BlockAckDelay time 
End devices will randomly
select a time between 0 and
BlockAckDelay time to send
number of independent
fragments still required to
reconstruct the data block
(class A) 

Tsetup

Figure 2.11: A flow chart for transferring data in multiple fragment packets
to N end-devices via Class B multicast, where y% of the N end-devices
should succeed for the multicast session to end.

2.6 Related work on LoRaWAN Class B

To the best of the author’s knowledge there are only few works on LoRaWAN
Class B unicast and this thesis is the first work on LoRaWAN Class B
multicast – or on LoRaWAN multicast in general.

Delobel et al. [19] analyzed the effect of number of channels, number of
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end-devices and data-rate15 on the delay of confirmed class B downlinks, by
using a markov chain. The results show that both data-rate and number of
end-devices significantly affect the delay. Increasing both the number of sub-
bands and number of channels per sub-band significantly reduced the delay
when the number of competing nodes increased. On the other hand, for
lower data-rates which have an increased delay, only increasing the number
of sub-bands contributed to decreasing this delay.

Delobel et al. [19] also identified 3 limitations in the LoRaWAN class B
standard: it is not possible for gateways to use all the ping slots of end-
devices due to the transmission duty cycle limits imposed by ETSI, the
specification does not restrict Class A transmissions during the ping-slots
and beacon times (beacon reserved and beacon guard times), and the spe-
cification fails to specify a delay between confirmed downlinks and their
corresponding acknowledgements. The work, however, lacks a detailed ex-
planation about the problem of Class A transmission collision with the ping-
slots. Furthermore, an assumption was made in the work to postpone the
uplink transmission whenever there is a conflict between uplink packet and
class B ping-slots. In this thesis we will explore the Class A uplink con-
flict with Class B under the title of Class B coexistence with Class A and
show how the ping-slot contributes to the level of the conflict. We will also
discuss why restricting the class A transmissions during ping slots is not a
plausible solution and in the worst cases could lead to starvation, where the
end-devices can not send any uplink. Other alternatives, along with their
pros and cons, that could rather be used to deal with the conflict between
class A and class B ping-slots will be discussed.

Finnegan et al. [20] did a simulation study on the scalability of LoRaWAN
Class B unicast end-devices both in the g1 and g3 band with the help of
ns-3 simulator. According to the results from the simulation, most of the
performance losses in the g1 band were due to the limited transmission duty
cycle that the class B gateway has. As the number of end-devices increases,
although you have limited transmission queue size and duty-cycle on the
gateway, the packets that are queued for the individual class B end-devices
will increase – leading to packet loss. On the other side, on the g3 band,
the results show that the reduced packet delivery ratio as the number of
end-devices increased were due to the blocking of the beacon transmissions
when the sub-band is already used for ping downlinks. However, for drawing
conclusions on packet delivery ratio on the g3 band, the work assumed that
class B downlink packets are not sent if the preceding beacons are blocked.
Furthermore, the effect of the ping slot periodicity on scalability and beacon

15In LoRaWAN data-rate is defined by the combination of spreading-factor (SF) and
bandwidth. Larger data-rates have higher physical layer bit rate, while smaller data-rates
have lower physical layer bit rate. In the EU863-870 band, for 125 KHz bandwidth, the
data-rate goes from DR0 to DR5 which corresponds to a spreading-factor that goes from
SF12 down to SF7.
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blocking is not considered in the study. This thesis, although it does not
directly deal with class B unicast scalability, will address class B multlicast
group scalability whose behaviour is similar with that of unicast – only that
the performance losses will be shared by all the end-devices in a multicast
group – while considering the beaconless operation mode (which can go
up to 2 hours and allows for delivery of ping packets without beacons).
We will closely investigate the effect of ping-slot periodicity and data rate
as well as the number of multicast groups on the overall beacon delivery
performance. We will also evaluate overhearing and collision rate as well
as average throughput, as multicast groups (end-devices in case of unicast)
scale, which is missing in the current research.

Xueying Yang et. al. [21] studied the security vulnerabilities in LoR-
aWAN. LoRaWAN Class B has been explored as part of the study. This
thesis, however, will not look into the security of LoRaWAN Class B unicast
or multicast.
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Chapter 3

Simulator for LoRaWAN
Class B multicast

3.1 Existing simulators

ns-3 is a discrete-event network simulator written in C++ with an option
for Python binding [22]. It allows to write simulation scripts both in C++
and Python. There have been various researchers who wrote a LoRaWAN
library for ns-3. Floris Van den Abeele et al. [23], Brecht Reynders et al.
[24] and Davide Magrin et al. [25] have developed a LoRaWAN Class A
module.

Joseph Finnegan et al. [20] extended the LoRaWAN Class A module
developed by Floris Van den Abeele et al. [23] to include Class B in order
to study the scalability of LoRaWAN Class B. Nevertheless, features like
LoRaWAN Class B multicast and the beaconless operation mode are missing
in the module.

3.2 Integrating LoRaWAN class B to ns-3

In this thesis, although we started with [23] and [20], we decided to shift
to [25]. The frequent bugs that we faced and the complexity of the module
were some of the reasons why we did this shift.

Following the shift, we extended the work of [25], in order to realize an
ns-3 module that supports LoRaWAN Class B multicast. This makes the
extended module also the first in simulating LoRaWAN Class B multicast.
Furthermore, the inclusion of beacon-less operation mode allows the end-
devices to behave in a way that is defined by the LoRaWAN specification
when they fail to receive beacons occasionally.
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3.2.1 Software Architecture

Our software architecture adapts the architecture used by [25] and applies
the necessary modifications and additions to realize a module that supports
LoRaWAN Class B multicast. Figure 3.1 shows the overall architecture of
the module. Parts of module which are modified and extended are colored in
red. As both LoRaWAN Class A and Class B essentially share the physical
layer and only differ in the MAC layer operation, the physical layer and the
channel part of the module are not modified.

LoRa ChannelClass B End-
devices

Class A End-
device

Gateways Network
Server

Figure 3.1: The overall architecture for the LoRaWAN Class B module.

In the following section we will delineate basic modifications and additions
in the overall architecture. Around 10,877 lines of code were added to the
original module. The actual code can be found in the authors github repos-
itory1 and could be consulted for further understanding and replication of
results.

3.2.2 End-device Class B application

The end-device Class B application is installed on each end-device in order
to drive the MAC. It is responsible for initiating a switch to Class B and also
sending Class A uplinks when required. It receives the information about
the MAC status as well as the Class B downlinks through callbacks. It is
also informed through callbacks when an end-device LoRaWAN MAC fails
to lock a beacon or loses it after locking one. In such cases, it is required
to re-initiate a switch to Class B until the configured number of trials set is
reached.

3.2.3 End-device LoRaWAN MAC

Figure 3.2 show the expanded architecture of the end-device. In the ar-
chitecture, the end-device LoRaWAN MAC is where both the Class A and

1https://github.com/yoniwt/lorawan-private
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Figure 3.2: Expounded view on the end-device architecture.

Class B logic are implemented. Although Class A was already available on
the module that we adapted, we still had to write the Class B part as well as
the necessary transitions between Class A and Class B. What is represented
in the figure is only the additions and the modifications.

As an end-device can not operate in Class B without a beacon, the beacon
search process is the first thing that happens as soon as the Application layer
requests for a switch to Class B. The transition of the beacon state on each
beacon time, starting from the first request to switch to Class B is given
in Figure 3.3. As shown in the figure, the end-device LoRaWAN MAC will
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Figure 3.3: The beacon state diagram.

switch back to Class A if a beacon is not recieved for more than the minimal
beaconless operation time (2 hours).

While the end-device is in the Class B state, it has to periodically open
ping receive windows as well as the receive windows for beacons. And the
MAC layer is responsible for opening these windows, as well as deal with
other activities such as transmissions and receptions (both Class A Rx1/Rx2
receptions and ping receptions). The MAC states listed in Figure 3.2 are
the states which the MAC layer switches to depending on these activities
and are described as follows:

• TX: the end-device is currently transmitting.

• Rx1: the end-device has opened the Rx1 window.
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• Rx2: the end-device has opened the Rx2 window.

• Beacon guard: the end-device is currently in the beacon guard period.

• Rx beacon guard: a reception that is already started near the beacon
guard, has to finish in the beacon guard. This state makes sure that
the end-device will switch to beacon guard at the end of the reception.

• Ping-slot beacon guard: is a state indicating that the ping slot is
opened for 8 symbols. This state makes sure that the end-device will
switch to beacon guard at the end of the slot.

• Beacon reserved: this state indicates the end-device is in the beacon
reserved state. Depending on whether a beacon is received or not
in this state, the beacon state makes the corresponding transition as
shown in Figure 3.3.

• Ping slot: here the end-device opens a ping-slot that is 8 symbols long,
in order to detect a preamble. If a ping downlink is detected, it will
switch to Rx mode and start decoding, otherwise it will close the ping
and go to idle state until the next ping slot time.

• Idle: is a state where there is no activity.

3.2.4 Gateway LoRaWAN MAC

The gateway is the radio interface between the network-server and the end-
devices. It forwards Class A uplink packets to the network-server via for-
warder and transmits back Class A downlinks, reply packets or an acknow-
ledgements to the end-device. The expanded view of the gateway model
is given in Figure 3.4. As we can see from the figure, the gateway LoRa-
MAC – colored in red – was the only part of the gateway that required a
modification to realize a gateway that supports LoRaWAN Class B beacon
transmission.

According to the specification, the LoRaWAN beacon preamble should
start with 10 unmodulated symbols [10]. This is different from all other
LoRaWAN transmissions which require 8 unmodulated symbols by default.
Therefore, the necessary change was applied, on the gateway and the com-
munication between the gateway and the network-server, to be able to sup-
port beacon transmission.

3.2.5 Network-Server

The LoRaWAN logic of the LoRaWAN Network is implemented on the
network-server. The gateway just provides a radio interface to reach the
end-devices in its vicinity. As we can see from Figure 3.4, in this model, the
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Figure 3.4: Expounded architecture view of the gateway and the network-
server.

network-server accomplishes this by using other parts – Network-Scheduler,
Network-Status and Network-Controller – which work together in order to
realize the set of procedures required both for Class A and Class B opera-
tion. The required additions were made on the Network-Scheduler and the
Network-Status to accommodate Class B unicast and multicast features.

The Network-Scheduler which is used to schedule Class A Rx1 and Rx2
window downlinks is now equipped with a functionality to schedule beacon
broadcasts and Class B multicast and unicast ping donwlinks. Once con-
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figured for LoRaWAN Class B, the Network-Scheduler will record the start
of the simulation time as a GPS epoch and schedule the beacon broadcasts
accordingly. Following each beacon broadcast, the Network-Scheduler sched-
ules Class B ping downlinks both for unicast and multicast transmission,
after extracting the necessary information for all the end-devices through
their corresponding end-device-status object. Each scheduled transmission
may or may not take place depending on whether the required gateways have
enough duty cycle to transmit, which can be inquired via the gateways-status
object for each gateway. If there is enough duty cycle for transmission, the
Network-Scheduler will send the downlink packets through the Network-
Status.

The Network-Status has four main tasks: maintaining an updated inform-
ation of the end-devices’ status and the gateways’ status, retrieve the reply
packets for Class A uplinks for the Network-Scheduler, get a reply gateway
address to reach a target end-device, and finally act as an interface to reach
those gateways assigned for transmission. In order to realize LoRaWAN
Class B, we added beacon broadcast and Class B multicast functionalities
on top of the four tasks it already had. Therefore, the Network Scheduler
can simply initiate a broadcast and all the remaining stages to broadcast
through the beacon-transmitting gateways will be dealt by the Network-
Status. Furthermore, the only thing that the Network-Scheduler should do
to multicast to a group is just pass the packet along with the group address
to the Network-Status, which will complete the rest of the process required
to send through the assigned gateways.

To identify bottlenecks, the network server is currently configured to send
downlinks at the maximum throughput possible. That means the Network
Scheduler will use all the pings slots possible after scheduling the slots for
all the multicast groups.

3.3 LoRaWAN Class B multicast performance Ana-
lyzer

Required performance metrics and activities in the end-device mac-layer,
application layer, and network-scheduler are exposed to the analyzer using
traces for further analysis. The performance-analyzer at this point only
analyzes class B multicast performance. Simulations of Class B unicast2 is
possible by creating a multicast group with one end-device or by modifying
the analyzer for unicast end-devices. As the performance-analyzer already
provides access to most of the internal behaviours, additional metric calcu-
lations could be done by extending it.

2Because LoRaWAN Class B multicast is restricted from the use of MAC commands
and confimred Class B downlinks, only those simulations that do not require an exchange
of MAC commands and transmission of confirmed Class B donwlinks can be studied.
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3.4 Limitations of the module

The extended Class B module has the following limitations:

• Although both Class B unicast and multicast are fully implemented in
the end-device, there are few additional steps required to fully realize
Class B unicast communication from the Network-Server side. How-
ever, Class B unicast end-devices can still be simulated by using a
Class B multicast group with a single member. This is enough for
generalizing our study on beacon blocking, overhearing and collisions
as well as throughput for Class B unicast end-devices which involve
unconfirmed downlinks.

• A scheduling policy for Class A reply and Class B ping downlinks
is still missing in the Network-server. Hence, confirmed uplinks are
not supported together with the Class B end-devices in the Netwok-
Server. This will not affect our result as confirmed uplinks are outside
the scope of this work.

• The conflict resolution between Class A uplinks and Class B ping-slots
as well as between Class A uplinks and beacon-reserved period is not
yet fully implemented. This conflict is analyzed in Section 5.2 and
conflict resolution techniques are also explored.

• Initial MAC exchanges in Class A to get the GPS time of the gateway is
not modeled in the current model. We assume that such exchange has
already has happened and register the GPS time from the simulator
time. If desired, the exchange can be modeled by using a Class A
network, as the exchanges are done before switching to Class B. This,
however, is outside the scope of this thesis.

• The clock jitters are not yet modeled. In this thesis, we assume that
the end-devices have sufficient PPM3 that allows them to continue to
operate in the beacon-less operation mode by widening their reception
windows. The effect of end-devices’ PPM on PRR (Packet Reception
Rate) is outside the scope of this thesis.

3.5 Simulation script

Several helper classes are extended in order to allow users to create a class
B network easily.

• The helpers provide APIs (Application Programming Interface) to ac-
tivate a beacon transmission and class B downlink transmission on a
group of gateways.

3PPM which stands for Parts Per Million is used to measure end-devices’ clock accuracy.
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• The helpers can be used to create a multicast groups by passing the
number of end-devices and the number of multicast groups desired.

• The helpers also support manual creation of multicast groups, if de-
sired.

• For the creation of the multicast groups, the helpers will additionally
require the user to put the Class B parameters to be used.

These helpers along with the ns-3 helpers and the helpers that already exist
for Class A, can be used to create a desired network and analyze the per-
formance. Finally the performance-analyzer can used to to calculate desired
performance metrics in the simulation.

For this thesis most simulations are run for 2 hours, unless otherwise
stated. This corresponds to the minimal beaconless operation time and
hence will give a good estimate on the performance of the end-devices that
has once switched to Class B.
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Chapter 4

Multicast group scalability

In this chapter, we will explore the performance of LoRaWAN Class B mut-
licast as the number of multicast groups increase. In particular, we will be
discussing beacon blocking, overhearing and collision as well as the max-
imum throughput per group. Since in LoRaWAN a multicast group is a set
of LoRaWAN Class B end-devices that share the same downlink configura-
tion and keys, Class B unicast can be considered as a special case of class B
multicast with a group each containing one member. This, however, is after
abstracting out Class B unicast confirmed downlinks and MAC command
exchanges which LoRaWAN Class B multicast does not posses and which
we are not going to cover in this study. Therefore, the results in this chapter
can be applied to LoRaWAN Class B unicast end-device scalability.

All the simulations for this section are done with a cell radius of 7.5Km
where all the nodes are randomly distributed with a log-normal fading chan-
nel. For all transmissions, the maximum packet-size allowed for each data-
rate is used, unless otherwise stated.

4.1 Beacon Blocking

The default channel for both beacon transmissions and Class B ping down-
link transmissions is the 869.525 MHz which is in the g3 sub-band as shown
in Table 2.1. Although, this sub-band has higher duty cycle (10%) than
the other sub-bands, it still has a time-off duration where it is restricted
from transmission. This means that Class B downlink transmissions closer
to the beacon reserved, could result in blocking of an impending beacon
transmission.

Finnegan et al. [20] has looked into this problem as part of a Class B uni-
cast scalability study in the g3 band and indicated the following behaviour:

• Lower data-rates (DR0-DR2) could lead to beacon blocking while the
beacon-guard period is enough to prevent higher data-rates (DR3-
DR5) from blocking.
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• The beacon blocking increases for DR0-DR2 as the number of end-
devices (number of groups in our case) increases. And according to
the results, DR0 scales less with number of end-devices compared to
DR1 and DR2.

• If a beacon is not sent, Class B ping downlinks will be hindered from
being transmitted which will impact the packet delivery ratio (PDR).

The study, however, did not include the effect of both the ping slot peri-
odicity as well as the downlink packet size. Furthermore, the beaconless op-
eration mode, as described in Section 2.4.3, is not considered which would
have prevented the beacon blocking from directly affecting the packet deliv-
ery ratio (PDR). In our study, using our simulator, we have found that the
relationship between the number of nodes and the beacon blocking ratio for
different data rates is not straightforward and that it depends hugely on the
ping slot periodicity.

Beacon blocking happens if two conditions are fulfilled: (1) if the com-
bination of the ping slot periodicity, ping offset, packet size and data-rate
result in ping slots whose transmission will follow a time-off duration that
includes the beacon reserved time, and (2) if the gateway did not have a
previous transmission that blocked it from using these ping slots.

Figure 4.1 shows a heatmap for the number of beacons skipped out of 56
beacons generated, where the maximum packet size is used for all the data-
rates for class B ping downlink transmissions. The heatmap shows that
there is no clear relationship between the number of groups and beacon-
blocking: sometimes it increases with the number of end-devices, sometimes
it decreases and some times it remains constant. This is because beacon
blocking only depends, as we discussed, on the probability of having a ping
reception near the beacon guard. This means increasing the number of end-
devices will simply raise the probability of having more ping slots occupied.
Nevertheless, at the same time, the probability of having an earlier transmis-
sion that will block the gateway from using those beacon-blocking ping-slots
also increases. This introduces some randomness in the beacon-blocking be-
haviour.

Despite the random nature of the beacon blocking, however, the following
important observations can be made from Figure 4.1.

1. It is clear from Figure 4.1 that even lower ping slot periodicity could
give rise to a systematic1 beacon blocking. This ranges to 90% beacon

1The term systematic refers to a situation that happens continuously. The term is
taken from the specification [10], which is used there for continuous collision between
gateways as described in Section 2.4.4.
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Figure 4.1: Heatmap for the number of beacon blocked out of 56 beacons generated.

blocking for DR0, DR1, DR2, DR3 and DR4. Even for DR5, the
fastest data-rate, more than 50% beacons could be blocked for some
combination of ping-slot periodicity and number of nodes. Table A.1
lists the number of ping-slots that could result in beacon blocking for
different ping-slot periodicity and data-rates. Therefore, the beacon
guard is not enough to protect beacon blocking for any of the data-
rates if the maximum packet size is used, hence proper beacon guarding
mechanism is indispensable.

2. As the number of groups scale, the number of beacons blocked will start
to saturate. At this stage, you have high probability of having at least
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Figure 4.2: Heatmap for the number of beacon blocked out of 56 beacons generated when
the downlink packet size is 27 bytes.

one group that opens a ping-slot on each slot, throughout the beacon
window. This will result in a pattern in the network-server where
it starts sending out ping downlinks always as soon as the time-off
duration ends. And this behaviour will be the same no matter how
many groups you further add, hence saturation. Because lower ping-
slot periodicities have several number of ping-slots per beacon period,
saturation begins for lower ping-slot periodicities with few number of
groups compared to higher ping-slot periodicities. The yellow triangle
in Figure 4.1 inscribes the saturation values for beacon blocking for
each data-rate.

3. As we can see from Figure 4.1, this saturation could be the highest
(100%) or the lowest (0%) beacon-blocking : DR0, DR3 and DR5 show
a better condition where smaller to no beacons are blocked, whereas
DR1, DR2 and DR4 experience the worst blocking. If we concentrate
on DR0, DR1 and DR2, where DR0 have the highest air-time, we
would not have expected that DR0 will experience the lowest beacon
beacon blocking on saturation. The explanation for this is that DR0
had an air-time long enough that earlier transmissions prevented it
from using the later ping-slots that lead to beacon blocking. This be-
haviour can change if the packet size is decreased. Figure 4.2 shows
the heatmap for beacon blocking when the packet size is reduced to
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27 bytes. As we can see in the figure, when the packet size is reduced,
DR0 starts having an increased beacon blocking at saturation and
DR2 experienced a decreased beacon blocking at saturation. There-
fore, the saturation value of beacon blocking depends not only on the
data-rate and the ping-slot periodicity, but also on the length of the
transmission packets. Hence, irrespective of the ping-slot periodicity,
having a beacon guarding technique will avoid the risk of having high
beacon-blocking saturation values.

4. For higher ping-slot periodicites, you can see that the number of
beacons blocked increases with the number of groups, before satur-
ation is reached. This pattern is highlighted in red in Figure A.1.

As some of the above observations have indicated, a proper mechanism to
guard the beacons is indispensable. Failing to guard the beacon in the midst
of systematic beacon blocking will lead to an exponential increase in energy
consumption and eventually force the end-devices to quit Class B operation.
In the following sections, we will explore alternatives that can 100% prevent
beacons from being blocked, when a single gateway is used both for beacon
and Class B ping downlink transmissions.

4.1.1 Extending the beacon guard in the network-server

In this solution, the beacon guard is extended so that it includes the time-
off duration as well. However, as the maximum air-time is around 24.66
seconds, which corresponds to DR0, putting such a guard will degrade the
efficiency of the network-sever. In the worst case, if a ping-slot periodicity
of 7 is used, the gateway will refrain from using all last 24 ping-slots, which
were safe for higher data-rates.

A better alternative is to use a separate beacon guard for each data-rate so
that the maximum air-time for each data-rate will not cause beacon blocking.
Table 4.1 shows the corresponding beacon guard for each data-rate, that can
be used to avoid beacon blocking.

Table 4.1: Gateway beacon-guard in addition to the end-device beacon guard
in order to avoid beacon blocking

DR Max air-time (ms) Time-off (ms) Beacon-guard (ms)

DR0 2465.792 22192.128 24657.920

DR1 1314.816 11833.344 13148.160

DR2 698.368 6285.312 6983.680

DR3 676.864 6091.776 6768.640

DR4 655.872 5902.848 6558.720

DR5 368.896 3320.064 3688.960
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4.1.2 Limiting the maximum payload size for each ping-slot

The solution in Section 4.1.1 blocks all transmission including smaller packet
sizes that will not result in beacon blocking during the extended beacon-
guard. Table A.1 lists the number of pings that could result in beacon
blocking for different data-rate and periodicity combinations. This result in
unnecessary queuing of small sized packets that are scheduled to be trans-
mitted in those last ping-slots.

A better utilization of the ping-slots can be accomplished by limiting the
maximum payload size for each data-rate, rather than restricting the use of
the ping-slots by setting a fixed guard. This is basically modifying the max-
imum payload size given in the specification [7]. To calculate the maximum
packet size which will not lead to beacon blocking, we first start by putting
a requirement that a downlink transmission should not be longer than the
beacon-guard (3 seconds), together with its time-off duration. Therefore, ac-
cording to Equation A.5, the denominator (Tpacket+9Tpacket−beaconGuard)
should be less or equal to zero to guarantee that the gateway will be avail-
able for the beacon transmission, where Tpacket stands for the air-time of the
packet and beaconGuard stands for the beacon-guard duration. This can
be solved using Equation A.1, Equation A.2, Equation A.3 and Equation
A.4, and which result in Equation 4.1 when combined, where BW stands
for band-width. Equation 4.1 can then be solved for maximum PL (payload
length) that would not cause beacon blocking. The LoRaWAN application
payload can then be calculated by subtracting the LoRaWAN header (13
bytes) from the PL [10].

max(d8PL− 4SF + 44

4SF
e × 5, 0) 6

beaconGuard ∗BW

10× 2SF
− 20.5 (4.1)

In Table 4.2, the maximum LoRaWAN payload that will not cause beacon-
blocking is calculated using Equation 4.1 and listed along with the corres-
ponding combined air-time and time-off duration. Nevertheless, we can see

Table 4.2: Maximum LoRaWAN packet size that can be used for each data-
rate to minimize beacon-blocking and the corresponding combined air-time
and time-off duration

Data-rate LoRaWAN payload size (bytes) AirTme+Time-off Remark

DR5 174 2.972 <beacon guard

DR4 85 2.975 <beacon guard

DR3 31 2.877 <beacon guard

DR2 1 2.888 <beacon guard

DR1 0 5.775 >beacon guard

DR0 0 11.551 >beacon guard

from the table that DR0 and DR1 extend beyond the beacon guard and
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cause beacon blocking without any application layer payload, only with the
headers. That means it is impossible to get the combined airtime and time-
off duration of DR0 and DR1 below the beacon guard-time (3 seconds). For
DR2, although it is possible to use 1 byte and prevent beacon blocking,
it will be inefficient to put such restrictions to transmissions. Hence, this
technique is not useful for lower data-rates.

An improved solution is, therefore, to set the maximum packet size to
be used for each ping-slot index according to the ping-slot periodicity. The
ping-slot to be used by the network-server will then be calculated based on
the transmission packet size. This avoids beacon blocking while dynamically
restricting the ping-slot usage based on the packet size of the transmission.
That means, rather than limiting the combined air-time and time-off dura-
tion not to exceed 3 seconds for all the ping-slots, earlier ping-slots can be
used for packets that have longer air-time. For example, Equation 4.1 can
be modified for the ping-slot that is just before the last ping slot as given
in Equation 4.2 to accommodate longer packets.

max(d8PL− 4SF + 44

4SF
e×5, 0) 6

(beaconGuard + pingPeriod)×BW

10× 2SF
−20.5

(4.2)
We can generalize this, for each ping-slot with a ping slot index N (where
N goes from 0 to pingNb-1), as given in Equation 4.3.

max(d8PL− 4SF + 44

4SF
e × 5, 0) 6

(beaconGuard + (pingNb− 1−N)× pingPeriod× 0.030)×BW

10× 2SF
− 20.5

(4.3)

From the equation, we can see that earlier ping-slots in a beacon window
with a smaller ping-slot index (N), increase the right side of the inequal-
ity, accommodating longer packets. On the other side, ping-slots closer to
the beacon guard, hence with greater ping-slot index (N), are restricted to
shorter packet size. This sets a virtual beacon-guard that varies with ping-slot
index (N) for each data-rate. This enhances the utilization of the ping-slots
for lower ping-slot periodicities. Figure B.1, in Appendix B, shows the max-
imum packet size supported for each ping-slot for different data-rates and
periodicities.

4.1.3 Limiting the maximum payload size for each ping-slot
and ping-offset

As we can see in Appendix B, although the technique in Section 4.1.2 allows –
depending on the transmission packet size – a better utilization of ping-slots,
its performance will start to degrade as the ping-slot periodicity increases.
This is because the maximum packet size for each ping-slot is calculated for
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the highest ping-offset. In the worst case, that is ping-slot periodicity 7, it
will fallback again to the maximum payload size given in Table 4.2. This
will block the network-server from sending any packet to a multicast group
that is using DR0 or DR1, as well limit DR2 to maixmum allowed packet
size of 1 byte. Furthermore, the other data-rates are also limited to a small
packet size, while they could have carried much longer packet size if the
ping-offset is considered.

The final modification of this beacon blocking algorithm takes into con-
sideration the ping-offset in which a packet will be transmitted. This allows
any transmission at any slot, to be transmitted as long as it will not lead to
beacon blocking. The modified equation that takes into account the ping-
offset is given in Equation 4.4. The network-server solves this inequality
before every Class B ping transmission to make sure that the transmission
will not lead to beacon blocking. If such a transmission will lead to beacon
blocking, the network-server will postpone it to a ping-slot after beacon
transmission.

max(d8PL− 4SF + 44

4SF
e × 5, 0) 6 ((beaconGuard + ((pingNb− 1−N)×

pingPeriod× 0.030) + ((pingPeriod− 1− pingOffset)× 0.030))×

BW )× 1

10× 2SF
− 20.5

(4.4)

This resembles a packet-scheduler that makes sure that no beacon is blocked
and all packets that do not result in beacon blocking are transmitted. The
disadvantage of this algorithm is that the network-server has to compute this
before every transmission and hence adds computational overhead to every
transmission. To cop with this, the values can be pre-computed and stored
in a lookup table, so that the network-server can simply resolve the ping-slot
periodicity, ping-offset and data-rate into the maximum packet size allowed
in a particular slot. Figure 4.3 shows the maximum packet size which can
be transmitted at each slot in a beacon window without blocking beacons.

4.2 Overhearing and collision

LoRaWAN uses slot randomization in order to alleviate overhearing and sys-
tematic collision among end-devices that have similar class B configuration
including ping-slot periodicity as we have seen in section 2.4.4. Nevertheless,
as the number of multicast groups increases the slot randomization technique
will fail to accommodate all the groups without an overlap. Since the ping-
slot offsets are distributed over a ping period, the ping slot periodicity will
therefore have an impact on group (or end-device in case of unicast) scalabil-
ity. Figure 4.4 shows the ratio of average overheared packets per group over
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Figure 4.3: Maximum packet size for each slot in a beacon window.

received packets (overhearing ratio) for each ping slot periodicity. These
overheard packets will lead to increased energy consumption for each mul-
ticast group in the presence of a single gateway, and could result in packet
loss by creating interference in case of multiple gateways. Although capture
effect might help for end-devices closer to the gateway that is serving them,
the interference could be significant enough for the others. This can have a
huge impact on multicast group scalability.

As we might expect, for all data rates, we can see from the figure that lower
ping-slot periodicities are less prone to collision and overhearing compared to
higher ping-slot periodicities, and hence scale better. This is because higher
ping-slot periodicities have larger ping-periods that can accommodate more
multicast groups (unicast end-devices) with less overlap. On the other hand,
for lower periodicities, the number of ping-offset decreases with ping-period,
which increases the overlap among multicast groups (unicast end-devices).

The other parameter that impacted the overhearing ratio, as we can ob-
serve from Figure 4.4, is data-rate: higher data-rates experienced less over-
hearing ratio compared to lower data-rates. The main reason for this has
to do with the fact that lower data-rates have higher transmission air-times
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Figure 4.4: Number of overheard packets over number of packets received
(overhearing ratio) as the number of groups increases. Pay attention to the
scale of the plots for ease of comparison.

compared to higher data-rates. That means, for lower data-rates, a single
transmission has higher probability of overlapping with multiple ping-slots.
This causes a single transmission to be overheard by more groups than what
the higher data-rates could have caused. On top of this, since LoRaWAN
transmissions are limited by duty cycle, longer air-times of the lower data-
rates will be followed by longer time-off duration, which decreases the fre-
quency of packet reception. Together, the decrease in the number of packets
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received and the increase in overheard packets, raises the overhearing ratio
for the lower data-rates.

Therefore, an increased number of multicast groups or unicast end-devices
has to be compensated by smartly choosing a good combination of data-rate
and ping-slot periodicity. If a cell is experiencing bad channel condition for
most multicast groups or unicast end-devices, selecting a lower data-rate has
to be compensated by decreasing the ping-slot periodicity.

4.3 Throughput and maximum application server
transfer rate

Finnegan et al. [20] showed that as the number of Class B end-devices
increase there will be a drop in PRR (packet reception ratio), because of
queuing of packets. In real world scenario, however, the network operator
has control over the maximum frequency by which application-servers send
downlink packets. Therefore, such queuing of packets can be avoided by set-
ting the maximum throughput by which application-servers send downlink
packets.

For our study, we preferred throughput over PRR for scalability study,
which then can be used to set the maximum throughput for application
servers. With the help of the simulator we extended, we analyzed the aver-
age throughput experienced by multicast groups (or end-devices in-case of
unicast) as the number of groups increase. The results of the simulation are
shown in Figure 4.5 and the following observations can be made from the
figure with respect to group scalability (or end-device scalability in-case of
unicast).

• For all ping-slot periodicities and data-rates increasing the number
of groups, on average, decreases the throughput experienced by each
group. This is an expected result as a single gateway can only serve
one group at a time and each added group will share the throughput
of that same gateway. This is further worsened by the fact that the
gateway is restricted to the 10% duty cycle restriction of g3 band. Al-
though using multiple gateways will help, the improvement is again
limited by the collision and overhearing effect discussed in Section 4.2.

• Higher data-rates scale better than lower data-rates. This is mainly
because higher data-rates can accommodate longer packet sizes and
are followed by shorter time-off duration compared to the lower data-
rates.

• Although DR5 has the shortest air-time and time-off duration, we can
see DR4 had a better throughput with smaller number of groups –
especially, for ping-slot periodicity of 3 and above. This is because,
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for higher ping-slot periodicity with smaller number of groups, the
advantage that DR5 offers over DR4 is insignificant compared to the
link-budget it trades-off. Hence, the packet loss due to the reduced
link-budget hampers the overall throughput.

• Ping-slot periodicity has a significant impact on throughput. Because
the higher ping-slot periodicities offer smaller number of ping-slots
per beacon window for the network-server to send downlinks, their
throughput is much lower than the lower ping-slot periodicities which
open ping-slots more frequently. And as we can see from the figure,
the difference between the higher and the lowest ping slot periodicity is
greater than 200 Bps for higher data-rates.

• Lastly, we can see that the lower data-rates (DR0, DR1 and DR2) show
relatively very small improvement in throughput with a decrease in
ping-slot periodicity when compared with the higher data-rates. This
is accounted to the longer air-time that low data-rates have compared
to higher data-rates, and hence can not use all the available ping-slots
although the number of ping-slots is increased. That is the reason
why you see the gap between the higher data-rate and lower data-rate
widened as the ping-slot periodicity increases.
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Figure 4.5: Average throughput per group as the number of multicast groups
increases. Pay attention to the scale of the plots for ease of comparison.
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Chapter 5

Multicast member scalability

In this chapter, we turn our attention towards multicast member scalability,
focusing only on a single multicast group. Together with the study we
conducted on group scalability in Section 4, it will give a holistic view of
LoRaWAN Class B multicast scalability as a whole. We will, first, focus
on multicast capacity and how we can use the unused ping-slots to improve
it. Then we will address, the Class A coexistence with Class B issue on the
end-device side and discuss different conflict resolution alternatives. We will
end this chapter, by discussing multicell multicast scaling challenge.

5.1 Multicast capacity

In an ideal channel without fading, multicast can enable a support for in-
finite number of end-devices because a single transmission is shared with all
the targets (also called multicast group members). Nevertheless, because a
real channel experiences fading, a transmission will not always reach all its
destinations. This sets a limit to how many end-devices you can have within
a multicast group, because such losses have to be detected and recovered if
they exceed the threshold set by their corresponding application.

In Figure 2.11, we have shown an example flowchart for a LoRaWAN
multicast session, where a data is transferred in multiple packets. In the
flow chart, we see that after a transmission, the network-server will send an
application layer command to the member end-devices to report their status
within a BlockAckDelay time. As the number of end-devices increases, es-
pecially with lower PRR, the number of end-devices that will respond in
the BlockAckDelay time will increases, which will either increase the rate
of collision between the responses or require the BlockAckDelay time to be
extended, prolonging the total multicast session time in both cases. Further-
more, as the number of end-devices with lower PRR increases, the frequency
at which the network-server retransmits packets increases, which leads the it
to spend most of the time allocated to that multicast group retransmitting.
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We therefore define, for this section, the multicast capacity with the PRR
distribution of the member end-devices. If the probability of end-devices
with higher PRR increases, the multicast can accommodate more members,
as the amount of retransmissions required is low. This means the multicast
has higher capacity. On the other hand, if the probability of end-devices with
lower PRR increases, the number of members that a multicast can support
decreases, as such devices will lead to more retransmissions. This means the
multicast has lower capacity.

To estimate the multicast channel capacity for LoRaWAN Class B mul-
ticast, we used the simulator we extended and run a multicast session for
2 hours with different data-rate and periodicity. The member end-devices
were distributed randomly over a 7.5 km cell radius, where the gateway
is placed in the center. For modeling the multipath fading we used the
m-Nakagami model which is among the famous stastical multipath channel
models. It offers a more general distribution than both Reigligh and Recian,
and fits well with experimental results [26]. When m = 1, Nakagami reduces
to Rayleigh distribution and with m < 1 it models fading that exists in real
scenarios and is worse than Rayleigh distribution [26].

This simulation was done for 10 different seeds and the resulting PRR
distribution is averaged for the end-devices that locked a beacon and hence
participated in the multicast transmission1. Figure 5.1 shows the averaged
PRR distribution (from now on will be referred to as PRR distribution) for
DR0, DR3 and DR5 with m = 1 for the Nakagami model.

The result shows that the capacity of the multicast channel decreases as
we increase in data-rate. DR5 has only 50% member end-devices having a
PRR greater than 90%, and DR0 has a high probability that all the member
end-devices will receive transmitted packets with a PRR that is greater than
90%. Nevertheless, we should keep in mind that lower data-rates have low
throughput compared to high data-rates and hence will take longer time to
complete a multicast session. Therefore, for smaller number of end-devices,
using higher data-rate and retransmitting the lost packets might give a lower
multicast session time. As the member end-devices scale, however, because
the number of end-devices that experienced a PRR of less than 90% are more
than 50%, the amount of time spent on retransmission will start outweighing
its higher throughput. That means, it will start to take more time than the
lowest data-rates. Therefore, lower data-rate became a better choice for
multicast transmission as the number of member end-devices scale.

Now, if we re-plot the PRR distribution for Nakagami m = 0.5 as shown
in Figure 5.1, we witness that the multicast capacity is significantly reduced

1For this study, end-devices that never locked a beacon were not considered in the PRR
distribution as they will not open a reception window for the multicast transmissions
anyway. From our simulations we found that lower ping-slot periodicites were prone
to such issues, rather than higher ping-slot periodicities. This is because of the high
probability of beacon-blocking for low ping-slot periodicities as discussed in Section 4.1.
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(a) DR0 and periodicity 0. (b) DR3 and periodicity 0.

(c) DR5 and periodicity 0.

Figure 5.1: PRR distribution of LoRaWAN Class B multicast for Nakagami
m = 1 fading model.

for almost all data-rates. The probability of having a PRR greater than 90%
has reduced to 0.3 for DR5 and 0.7 for DR0. As we increase the number
of member end-devices, each reduction in PRR probability will translate to
a significant number of end-devices, hence hampering the total multicast
transmission. For example, if you have 1000 member end-devices, a PRR
reduction of 0.1 translates to 100 end-devices. Hence, improvement tech-
niques are highly desired for real world multicast deployments that could
have such magnitude of fading.

5.1.1 Improving multicast capacity

A multicast capacity could be improved in two ways: by relaxing the PRR
requirement and by improving the PRR distribution. The first can be ac-
complished by using erasure coding techniques such as the one provided by
the specification [18]. The second can be accomplished by using any tech-
nique that will improve the reception of a multicast packet to more member
end-devices.
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(a) DR0 and periodicity 0 (b) DR3 and periodicity 0

(c) DR5 and periodicity 0

Figure 5.2: PRR distribution of LoRaWAN Class B multicast for Nakagami
m = 0.5 fading model.

The LoRaWAN Fragmented Data Block specification suggests an eras-
ure coding scheme that is based on parity-check code. An addition of 10%
redundancy will be able to accomplish a full recovery with 10% of miss-
ing fragments, hence relaxing the PRR requirement for retransmission. The
downside of this technique is it increases the size of data-transmission, which
translates to downlink air-time and time-off period. Nevertheless, it is still
better than retransmitting the whole packet, and other optimal erasure cod-
ing schemes could be researched. This, however, is outside the scope of this
work.

The second method of improvement, which is improving the reception
of the multicast packets in member end-devices, is the main technique of
improvement that we used in our study and that we will explore in the next
section.
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5.1.2 Ping-slot relaying: exploiting unused ping-slots for im-
proving multicast capacity

The main idea behind this technique is trying to assist the duty cycle lim-
ited gateways in improving reception of an already transmitted multicast
packet. This is done by using the end-devices that already received the
packet to help others recover lost packets, during the time-off period of the
gateways. Since the end-devices are spread over a space and they transmit
the packet following the reception, this technique will exploit both space and
time diversity. However, we want to accomplish this in such a way that it
is compatible with the LoRaWAN specification and without a need to modify
the network-server, while being able to benefit member end-devices that do
not yet use the technique.

One approach to meet this goal is to re-purpose the function of the ping-
slots that are already aligned throughout the multicast members. After
receiving a ping packet in the ping-slots, the packet receiving end-devices
can use the next ping-slot to retransmit the packet. However, since more
than one nodes transmit the packet during that pings, it leads to massive col-
lision between transmitters. This is where the capture effect of LoRa comes
into play. Capture effect is an effect usually seen in frequency modulated
signals, where the strongest signal is demodulated successfully from collid-
ing packets. To exploit the capture effect more, the end-devices randomly
select the transmission power based on the number of member end-devices
there are in the group. The bigger the number of member end-devices,
the higher the end-device density and hence less probability is assigned to
higher transmission powers. On the other hand, the smaller the number
of member end-devices, the lower the end-device density and hence high
probability is assigned to the higher transmission powers2. Figure 5.3 shows
this procedure where two end-devices that successfully received a packet
are relaying to compensate for the lost packet in the other two end-devices.
Figure 5.4 shows the flowchart for relaying algorithm. As we can see from
the flowchart, a hop count is included in the packet, to limit the number of
ping-slots that could be used for ping-slot relaying after a multicast packet
is received. If left unlimited, it might eventually interfere with the next
ping-slot transmissions from the gateway.

As this algorithm uses unused ping-slots after each packet reception, its
performance drops and could even be counteractive if the ping-slot relay-
ing end-devices relay during the time the gateway is sending ping downlink.
This limits the operation of the algorithm to higher ping-slot periodicities
where we know that the gateway will be in time-off period following the
transmission; which is in line with our original goal of assisting duty cycle

2 The lowest transmission power that a device could select for relaying is 0 dB whereas
the highest power is 14 dB (the maximum transmission power that a LoRa end-device can
accomplish without using a power boost [13]).
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Gateway

90% sleep

10% duty cycle

(a) Multicast reception failed in two
devices and succeeded in two.

Gateway

90% sleep

10% duty cycle

(b) The successfully receiving end-devices
used the time-off period of the gateway to
retransmit the packet they received.

Figure 5.3: Relaying with unused ping-slots.
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Figure 5.4: Relaying flowchart for multicast member end-device after receiv-
ing a multicast packet.
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limited gateways, rather than replacing them. Table 5.1 shows the max-
imum number of ping-slots that fall in the time-off period of the gateway,
after transmitting a packet with the maximum packet length that the cor-
responding data-rates supports.

Ping-slot periodicity
Data-rate

0 1 2 3 4

DR0 23.00 11.00 5.00 2.00 1.00

DR1 12.00 6.00 3.00 1.00 0.00

DR2 6.00 3.00 1.00 0.00 0.00

DR3 6.00 3.00 1.00 0.00 0.00

DR4 6.00 3.00 1.00 0.00 0.00

DR5 3.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 5.1

Therefore, the algorithm has to be activated – while setting up the mul-
ticast session – in consultation with the application-server depending on the
ping-slot periodicity and the gateway loads. The higher the load the less
ping-slots are utilized by gateway and hence ping-slot relaying should be
activated even for the higher ping-slot periodicities. The lower the load the
more the ping-slots are utilized by the gateway, and hence the algorithm
will be limited to higher ping-slot periodicities.

5.1.3 Evaluation of ping-slot relaying

To see the performance of the ping-slot relaying, we re-run the simulation
we did in Section 5.1 with the ping-slot relaying enabled. As the ping-slot
periodicity 0, for all data-rates, gives a time-off duration that include at
least 1 ping-slot, we set the network-server to transmit packets at maximum
rate possible. We run for both Nakagami m = 1 and Nakagami m = 0.5; the
resulting distribution is shown in Figure 5.1.3 and Figure 5.1.3 respectively.
Because ping-slot relaying utilizes space diversity, we can see that the per-
formance of the ping-slot relaying increases when the fading was increased
from Nakagami m = 1 to Nakagami m = 0.5. Furthermore, we can see from
both figures that the algorithm has shown improvement in the distribution
by moving end-devices from lower PRR to higher PRR.

To show how this enhancement in multicast capacity improves scalabil-
ity, we calculated the expectancy of retransmissions using the distributions
given in Figure 5.1.3. We assign PRR to a given number of member end-
devices (N) according to the distribution. Now, Let Ti be the number of
retransmissions for end-device i, where i ≤ 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Assuming the prob-
ability of reception for two transmissions are independent with one another,
Ti is geometrically distributed. And, assuming that the reception of one
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(a) DR0 and periodicity 0. (b) DR3 and periodicity 0.

(c) DR5 and periodicity 0.

Figure 5.5: PRR distribution of LoRaWAN Class B multicast for Nakagami
m = 1 fading model, before and after relaying.

end-device is mutually independent with the others, the maximum number
of retransmission necessary for all the end-devices to receive a transmit-
ted packet can be expressed as a multiplication of their CDF (Cumulative
Distribution Function) as shown in Figure 5.1.

P ( max
1≤i≤N

(Ti) ≤ t) =
N∏
i=1

P (Ti ≤ t) (5.1)

Let T be the total number of retransmissions required for all the nodes to
successfully receive a packet. Then, the expected number of retransmis-
sions (E(T )) for all the end-devices to receive a packet can be computed
using Equation 5.2, because the number of retransmissions is always a non-
negative integer.

E(T ) =

∞∑
t=0

P ( max
1≤i≤N

(Ti) > t)) (5.2)
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(a) DR0 and periodicity 0. (b) DR3 and periodicity 0.

(c) DR5 and periodicity 0.

Figure 5.6: PRR distribution of LoRaWAN Class B multicast for Nakagami
m = 0.5 fading model, before and after relaying.

Now, combining Equation 5.1 with Equation 5.2, we drive Equation 5.3.

E(T ) =
∞∑
t=0

(1−
N∏
i=1

P (Ti ≤ t)) (5.3)

We numerically computed Equation 5.3 and plotted the expected number
of retransmissions required to deliver a packet to all multicast members as
the number of member end-devices (N) increases, in Figure 5.7. From the
plot, we can see that the number of retransmissions reduced by the ping-
slot relaying technique increases with the number of member end-devices.
Furthermore, such improvement is even higher as the multicast capacity gets
worse. For example, when the number of member end-devices is around 800
nodes, DR0 and DR3 are improved by 10% and DR5 (which has the worst
capacity) is improved by 30%.
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(b) DR3 and periodicity 0.
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Figure 5.7: The expectancy of retransmissions required to successfully de-
liver a packet to all member end-devices in Nakagami m = 0.5 channel
fading, before and after relaying.
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5.2 Class B coexistence with Class A: end-device

The LoRaWAN specification [10] mandates, after an end-device switched to
Class B, that it should still be able to send Class A uplinks and if necessary
receive downlinks in the Rx1/Rx2. This can lead to conflicts between these
two classes in the end-devices, as there is no mention in the specification
how these two classes should co-exist and which one should be prioritized.
Francois Delobel et al. [19] has mentioned this problem when listing Class
B unicast limitations. And Class B multicast is not any different and is
subject to same issue. This conflict could happen in three forms: when the
uplink overlaps either with ping-slot window or ping-slot reception, when
the Rx1 receive window overlaps with the ping-slot window, and when the
Rx2 receive window overlap with the ping-slot window.

The magnitude of this conflict depends on the ping-slot periodicity of
Class B, the data-rate of both the Class B ping-slots and Class A trans-
mission, and the air-time of the Class A transmission. Figure 5.8 shows
the worst-case conflict between these two classes for all ping-slot periodicit-
ies. From the figure we can see that lower ping-slot periodicities are more
vulnerable to conflict: periodicity of 3 and above leads to a maximum of
one conflict per transmission, whereas periodicities bellow 3 could lead to a
conflict more than once following a single transmission.

Dealing with these conflicts, however, is not straight forward. Each de-
cision has it pros and cons and careful consideration has to be made before
implementing one. The following section delves into possible strategies to
resolve these conflicts along with their corresponding pros and cons.

5.2.1 Prioritizing the Class A uplinks

One way to handle this conflict is by prioritizing Class A uplinks over Class
B so that the Class A operation stays the same. This method works best
if the transmission happens without collision and the network-server suc-
cessfuly recieved it. In this case, the network-server can refrain from using
the overlaping ping-slots for the multicast transmission, given that the uni-
cast device address and the multicast group address are associated in the
network-server.

Nevertheless, we can not be sure that a Class A transmission will al-
ways successfully reach the gateway. Furthermore, since the ping-slots are
the slots where the network-server sends Class B multicast downlinks, over-
lapping transmissions with the ping-slots increase the probability of missing
both the uplink and the multicast transmissions. Either way, if the network-
server does no know that the pings are not opened, it may lead for a multicast
transmission to fail in the end-device.

If this happens frequently to multiple members of a multicast group this
will impact the overall multicast performance. And since Class B multicast
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Figure 5.8: Worest case conflict between Class A and Class B.

transmission involve multiple end-devices in which both detecting a packet
failure and retransmission are expensive, such solution does not scale well
with number of member end-devices.
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5.2.2 Prioritize Class B over Class A uplinks

In this technique, the Class A uplinks are always postponed to a later time
until there is no conflict. This is greatly advantagous for the Class B mul-
ticast operation as it will be kept unaffected. Nevertheless, this will increase
the delay of uplink transmission as the ping-slot periodicity decreases and
as the air-time of transmission increases. In the worst case, this might lead
to starvation in which there is no space to fit the uplink transmission to.
This method, therefore, will no always work.

5.2.3 Best effort uplink scheduling

This technique is a modification of the solution in the previous section (Sec-
tion 5.2.2) however it improves the uplink delay and resolves the starvation
problem. Here, rather than postponing the uplink transmission until a suit-
able space is found, the MAC layer will schedule a conflicting upink, right
after the end-of the conflicting ping-slot; or if a packet is received during
that ping, it schedules it at the end of the reception. This makes sure that
an uplinks have minimum impact on class B ping slots, while at the same
time experiencing the minimum delay possible.

5.2.4 Best effort uplink scheduling with downlink estimation

The technique given in Section 5.2.3 minimizes the level of conflict between
Class B multicast ping-slots and the uplink transmissions. Nevertheless, for
the lowest ping-slot periodicities such as ping-slot periodicity 0, this might
not totally avoid it.

The next enhancement we introduce to the solution is including multicast
downlink estimation to avoid conflicts that might lead to packet-loss. This
can simply be implemented by including multicast downlink rate as one of
the paramters when setting up a multicast group. The end-devices can then
use this information in time of conflict.

5.3 Multicell scaling

Multicast members of end-devices can span over a number of cells rather
than being concentrated in a single cell. This may be because the multicast
group includes end-devices in multiple cells as shown in Figure 5.9a , or
because of a mobile end-device has moved to a neighboring cell as shown in
Figure 5.9b. In both cases, a multicast transmission involves multiple cell
and hence multiple gateways.

LoRaWAN gateways are, however, duty cycle limited and all of them may
not be available at the same time during the time of multicast. Since they
also serve other Class B multicast groups, unicast end-devices and Class
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Multicast Group

(a) Multicell multicast groups.

Multicast Group

(b) A moving member of a multicast group
moving to a neighboring cell.

Figure 5.9: Multicell multicast member.

A donwlinks some of the gateways might either be busy transmitting or
unable to transmit due to duty cycle limitation. And, as the number of cells
involved in a multicast transmission increases, the probability of finding all
gateways free for transmission became more difficult. Equation 5.3 shows
the probability of a multicast transmission (P (multicellT ransmission)) in
all n cells with n gateways, where each gateway has a probability Pgateway

of being free at the particular multicast transmission.

P (multicellT ransmsission) = Pgateway(1)× Pgateway(2)× ...× Pgateway(n)
(5.4)

In order to deal with this problem, one possible method is to reserve a
slot in all gateways, for a particular multicast session. The slot has to be
reserved in such a way that the gateways involved in a multicast transmission
are neither transmitting nor in their time-off period during these slots. We
know, however, from Section 4.1 that reserving a slot in LoRaWAN gateways
is not easy and has an impact on the overall performance of a cell. Therefore,
a slot-reservation mechanism should be designed in such a way that it will
not hamper the operation of cells, while at the same time minimizing waiting
delay for the multicell multicast transmissions. We leave this problem as a
question for future research.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future
Work

6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis we studied the scalability aspect of LoRaWAN Class B mul-
ticast by dissecting it into two problems: group scalability and member
scalability. We accomplished this by studying related specifications and by
extending an already existing LoRaWAN Class A ns-3 module to accom-
modate LoRaWAN Class B multicast. This makes this thesis the first work
in LoRaWAN Class B multicast as well the simulator the first simulator to
simulate LoRaWAN Class B multicast.

Under group scalability we have re-evaluated the gateway beacon blocking
behavior and reached a different conclusion than the previous study done
on LoRaWAN Class B unicast end-device scalability. We have seen that the
beacon blocking does not have a consistent behaviour and that it could either
get better or worse after the number of mulitcast groups (or end-devices in
case of unicast) reach saturation1, depending on the airtime of the packet
and the transmission pattern. We also have shown that lower ping-slot
periodicities reach to this saturation with fewer number of groups compared
to higher ping-slot periodicities. We then explored three novel techniques
that 100% prevent beacon blocking. Each technique improves on the previous
technique to allow more Class B downlink transmissions without blocking
the beacons. We ended our study on group scalability, by looking into the
overhearing and collision as well as throughput performance. We have shown
that proportion of overheard packets to received packets has already began to
be significant with just 32 multicast groups. Hence, although increasing the
number of gateways per cell might improve the throughput, the performance
will still be hindered by the overheard packets which then will create collision.
The effect of data-rate and periodicity was also included in the study. We

1When the number of multicast groups or unicast end-devices exceed the ping-period.
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have seen that lower data-rates has increased the ratio of overheard packets
as well as worsened the throughput. The lower ping-ping slot periodicities,
on the other side, significantly improved the throughput while increasing
the overhearing ratio.

The second part of our study – multicast member scalability – mainly
focuses on multicast capacity. We defined mulicast capacity with PRR
probability distribution for member end-devices and studied it for different
data-rates. The results show that although higher data-rates have better
throughput compared to the lower data-rates, they have less capacity when
we come to accommodating more member end-devices. Therefore, we con-
cluded that, although higher data-rates are good choices for smaller number
of end-devcies, lower data-rates are better option as the number of member
end-devices increase. We also demonstrated using m-Nakagami model that
in the presence of channel fading (m = 0.5) all data-rates are subject to
significant multicast capacity degradation. To mitigate this, we developed a
novel extension to the standard LoRaWAN Class B multicast operation that
improves the multicast capacity. It uses the ping-slots of the end-devices
to assist the gateways in their time-off duration. For around 800 member
end-devices, it improved the number of retransmissions for DR5 – which
has the worst multicast capacity – by 30%, whereas for lower data-rates –
which relatively have better multicast capacity – it has shown around 10%
improvement.

The member scalability study then focused on the Class A coexistence
with Class B and multicell multicast scalability. We have shown that the
conflict between Class A uplinks and Class B ping-slots is more significant for
lower ping-slot periodicities. Four possible conflict resolutions were proposed
which focus on minimizing the impact both on the Class A transmission
as well as Class B multicast performance. The study ends with a brief
explanation about the multicell multicast member scaling problem. A ping-
slot reservation technique was proposed as one solution that could minimize
mutlicast waiting time – the time to wait until all required gateways are
available for mutitcasting.

6.2 Future Work

This work can be extended further for more performance study and improve-
ment of the various techniques suggested.

• As this thesis mainly focused on using single gateway, reinvestigating
both the group and member scalability performance in presence of
multiple gateway could give interesting insights.

• Battery consumption – which is also another important performance
metrics for IoT – was not studied in this thesis. Hence, studying the
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battery consumption for the overhearing as well as for multicast session
transmissions could shed more light on Class B multicast performance.

• Combining erasure coding schemes (such as DaRe [27] or the one pro-
posed by the specification) with ping-slot relaying is also not explored
in this thesis. Further research on this could be a good extension for
the ping-slot relaying technique proposed.

• The ping-slot relaying technique suggested and evaluated in this thesis
purely exploits capture effect and hence it is not loss free. A study in
the collision of identical LoRaWAN packets and constructive interfer-
ence methods such as glossy [14] [28], could dramatically improve the
performance.

• The techniques explored to protect beacon blocking can be extended
in such a way that the beaconless operation mode is also exploited
for optimizing performance by purposefully skipping beacons when
required.

• Finally, as already alluded in Section 5.9, gateway reservation tech-
niques for Class B multicast transmission over multiple cell can be a
potential research with practical significance for LoRaWAN operators.
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Appendix A

Theoretical calculation for
the number of ping-slots that
could result in beacon
blocking

Table A.1 lists the number of ping-slots that could result in beacon blocking
if transmission takes place in those slots when the maximum packet size is
used for each data-rate. The list is calculated by computing the number of
ping-periods (npingPeriod) that the combined air-time of a packet (Tpacket)
and its corresponding time-off duration (9Tpacket) cover beyond the beacon-
guard (beaconGuard) as given in Equation A.5. Zero or negative values show
that the transmission will not result in beacon blocking where as any number
beyond zero show that beacon blocking might follow a transmission. The
integral part of the calculated number of ping-slots represents the number
of pings that would result in beacon blocking irrespective of the pingOffset,
and the fractional part represents the percentage of a pingOffsets that could
result in beacon blocking for the ping-slots that may or may not lead to
beacon blocking depending on the pingOffset. As we can see from the table,
none of the data-rates have zero beacon blocking ping-slots if the maximum
packet size is used for transmission. The maximum air-time of a packet
(Tpacket in Equation A.5) in turn is calculated by using the maximum payload
allowed for each data-rate as given in [7]. The corresponding physical layer
payload (PL) is then calculated using the MAC structure given in [10].
Equation A.1, Equation A.2 and Equation A.4 can then be used in order
to calculate the maximum air-time for the maximum packet for each data
rate [13]. Equation A.4 takes the SF (spreading factor), PL (the physical
layer payload length), CRC (either 0 or 1, depending on whether a CRC is
used or not), IH (which is 1 if the implicit header mode is used) and DE
(which is one if low data rate optimization is enabled) to calculate payload
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in terms of symbols (npayload). Since for downlink, the explicit header mode
is used together with a CRC [10], we used this configuration to calculate
npayload. Equation A.2 calculates the actual payload air-time by multiplying
the number of symbols (npayload) by the duration of each symbol given by Ts

which can be calulated using Equation A.3. Finally, Equation A.1 calculates
the total air-time of the transmission by adding the air-time of the payload
together with the air-time of the preamble.

Tpacket = Tpreamble + Tpayload (A.1)

Tpayload = npayload × Ts (A.2)

Ts =
2SF

BW
, where BW is bandwidth (A.3)

npayload = 8 + max(d8PL− 4SF + 28 + 16CRC − 20IH

4(SF − 2DE)
e(CR + 4), 0)

(A.4)

npingPeriod =
Tpacket + 9Tpacket − beaconGuard

pingPeriod
(A.5)

Table A.1: Number of pings that could lead to beacon blocking per beacon
period when the maximum packet size is used.

Ping-slot periodicity
Data-rate

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 22.560 11.280 5.640 2.820 1.410 0.705 0.353 0.176

1 10.571 5.286 2.643 1.321 0.661 0.330 0.165 0.083

2 4.150 2.075 1.037 0.519 0.259 0.130 0.065 0.032

3 3.926 1.963 0.981 0.491 0.245 0.123 0.061 0.031

4 3.707 1.854 0.927 0.463 0.232 0.116 0.058 0.029

5 0.718 0.359 0.179 0.090 0.045 0.022 0.011 0.006
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Appendix B

Maximum packet size for
each ping-slot to prevent
beacon blocking

In Section 4.1.2 we have described a technique to limit the packet-size per
ping-slot in-order to avoid systematic beacon blocking. The results are plot-
ted in Figure B.1. As we can from the figure, the ping-slots that are closer
to the beacon guard are still utilized for smaller packets. The figure also
demonstrates that this technique is not suitable for lower ping-slot period-
icity which have smaller number of pings per beacon window and hence are
always limited to lower packet size irrespective of the ping-offset. This gets,
worse with lower data-rates. For example, DR0 and DR1 can not be used
to transmit any packet if the ping-slot periodicity is 7.
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Figure B.1: Maximum application payload size per ping-slot
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